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Titre de la thèse:   « Theory and simulation of proton quantum dynamics »
Hydrogen is the most abundant element in the universe and a basic constituent of inorganic and living
systems. Its  nucleus,  although much heavier than the electron,  is  a quantum particle,  with thermal
length  of  the  order  of  1  Å.  Nevertheless,  its  quantum properties  are  in  general  neglected,  simply
because they are difficult to include into simulations, where, most of the time, the proton dynamics is
treated via classical equations of motion. 
At present, there are very few methods that account for quantum effects: the most established one is the
path-integral molecular dynamics (PIMD). PIMD is based on the Feynman's formulation of quantum
mechanics, in which a quantum particle is treated as a classical chain. Although PIMD is the reference
method for the calculation of static thermodynamic quantities, it is poorly adapted to the calculation of
dynamic quantities such as vibration spectra, which constitute an important part of the experimental
data  and provide  essential  information  on the  structure  of  the  materials  studied.  Another  class  of
techniques to treat quantum effects use Langevin equations. They describe the proton as a classical
particle immersed in a thermal bath of quantum harmonic oscillators, but they also suffer from several
drawbacks [1] whenever  diffusion processes are concerned, in particular when one is  interested to
tunnelling rates. 
The route that will be followed in this thesis is based on the Wigner distribution W [2], which makes it
possible  to  formally  recast  the  mean  of  quantum  observables  into  a  classical-like  average  on  a
probability distribution. More importantly, the Wigner formalism is adapted to obtain time correlation
functions, thus giving access to the simulation of vibrational spectra and other dynamic processes. The
difficulty  lies mainly in  sampling the Wigner  distribution in  the quantum phase space.  Within the
method proposed by J. Beutier et al. [3], W is obtained by using the formalism of path integrals and
then sampled by Monte Carlo. We propose to replace the latter technique with a Langevin dynamics,
aiming  at  improving  the  efficiency  of  the  sampling  process  towards  an  effective  method  for  the
calculation of the time correlation functions. Encouraging results have been obtained in one dimension,
which will be generalized to three dimensions and realistic systems. Once proved to be robust and
computationally effective, this method could be applied to the study of proton tunnelling in simple
molecules and solids, with important perspectives for the simulation of proton dynamics in solids for
fuel cells, at surfaces and through biological molecules.
For the development of these methods, the project will benefit from collaborations with Sara Bonella at
the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology in Lausanne and Rodolphe Vuilleumier at the theoretical
physical chemistry group of ENS. 
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